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Cognitive Radio Technologies
Business Details
Founded in 2007 by Dr. James Neel and
Professor Jeff Reed to commercialize
cognitive radio research out of Virginia Tech
• 6 employees / contractors
• 07 Sales = 64k, 08 Sales = 127k
• 09 Sales = 394k, 10 (contracts) = 960k

Business Model
• Partner with established companies to spin in
cognitive radio research
• Navy SBIR 08-099 => L3-Nova
• Air Force SBIR 083-160 => GDC4S
• Contract research and consulting related to cognitive
radio and software radio
• DARPA, DTI, CERDEC, Global Electronics
• Position for entry in emerging wireless markets
• Cognitive Zigbee
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Tutorial Background
• Minor modifications to tutorial given at DySPAN in 2007
• Most material from my three week defense
– Very understanding committee
– Dissertation online @
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/available/etd-12082006-141855/
– Original defense slides @
http://www.mprg.org/people/gametheory/Meetings.shtml

• Other material from training short course I gave in
summer 2003
– http://www.mprg.org/people/gametheory/Class.shtml

• Eventually will be formalized into a book
– Been saying that for a while…

• Soft copy of tutorial at
– http://www.crtwireless.com/WSU_Tutorial.html
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Approximate Tutorial Schedule
Time

Material

08:00-09:00

Cognitive
g
Radio and Game Theory
y ((51))

09:00-09:45

Steady-state Solution Concepts (38)

09:45-10:00

Performance Metrics (11)

10:00-10:15

Break

10:15-11:00
Break
~20min
11:00-11:45
1000-1020

Notion of Time and Imperfections in Games (34)
Break

11:45-12:00

Summary (14)

Using Game Theory to Design Cognitive Radio Networks (28)
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General Comments on Tutorial
• “This talk is intended to provide attendees with knowledge of the
most important game theoretic concepts employed in state-of-the-art
dynamic spectrum access networks.
networks ”
• Lots of concepts, no proofs – cramming 2-3 semesters of game
theory into 3.5 hours
• Tutorial can provide quick reference for concepts discussed at
conference
•

More leisurely sources of information:
– D. Fudenberg, J. Tirole, Game Theory,
MIT Press 1991.
– R. Myerson,
y
, Game Theory:
y Analysis
y of
Conflict, Harvard University Press,
1991.
– M. Osborne, A. Rubinstein, A Course in
Game Theory, MIT Press, 1994.
– J. Neel. J. Reed, A. MacKenzie,
Cognitive Radio Network Performance
Analysis in Cognitive Radio
Technology, B. Fette, ed., Elsevier
August 2006.
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Image modified from http://hacks.mit.edu/Hacks/by_year/1991/fire_hydrant/

Cognitive Radio and Game
Theory
Cognitive Radio,
Game Theory,
Relationship
Between the
Two
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Basic Game Concepts and
Cognitive Radio Networks
• Assumptions about Cognitive Radios and Cognitive
Radio Networks
– Definition and concept of cognitive radio as used in this
presentation
– Design Challenges Posed by Cognitive Radio Networks
– A Model of a Cognitive Radio Network

• High Level View of Game Theory
– Common Components
– Common Models

• Relationship between Game Theory and Cognitive Radio
Networks
– Modeling a Generic Cognitive Radio Network as a Game
– Differences in Typical Assumptions
– Limitations of Application
9

Cognitive Radio: Basic Idea
Software radios permit network or
user to control the operation of a
ft
di
software
radio
• Cognitive radios enhance the control
process by adding
z

• Signals
• Channels

– Awareness of capabilities of the radio
– An ability to negotiate waveforms with
other radios

Control Plane

– Intelligent, autonomous control of the
radio
– An ability to sense the environment
– Goal driven operation
– Processes for learning about
environmental parameters
– Awareness of its environment

Waveform Software
Software Arch
Services
OS
Board APIs
Board package
(RF, processors)
10
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Conceptual Operation
Cognition cycle
OODA Loop: (continuously)
Infer from Context
• Observe outside world
I f ffrom R
Radio
di M
Model
d l
O i t Infer
Orient
• Orient to infer meaning of
Establish Priority
observations
Normal
Pre-process
Select Alternate
Goals
Parse
Stimuli
• Adjust waveform as
Urgent
Immediate
Plan
needed to achieve goal
• Implement processes
needed to change
Learn
Observe New
waveform
States
D id
Decide
Other processes: (as
needed)
States
User Driven
Generate “Best”
• Adjust goals (Plan) Autonomous (Buttons)
Waveform
• Learn about the outside
Act
world, needs of user,… Outside
Allocate Resources
Figure adapted From Mitola, “Cognitive Radio for Flexible Mobile
11
Multimedia Communications ”, IEEE Mobile Multimedia Conference, 1999,
Initiate Processes
World
pp 3-10.
© Cognitive Radio Technologies, 2007

Negotiate Protocols

Implementation Classes

• Weak cognitive radio
– Radio’s adaptations
determined by hard coded
algorithms and informed by
observations
– Many may not consider this
to be cognitive (see
discussion related to Fig 6
in 1900.1 draft)
z

• Strong cognitive radio
– Radio’s adaptations
determined by conscious
reasoning
– Closest approximation is
the ontology reasoning
cognitive radios

In general, strong cognitive radios have potential to achieve
both much better and much worse behavior in a network, but
may not be realizable.
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Brilliant Algorithms and
Cognitive Engines
• Most research focuses on
development of
algorithms
l ith
ffor:
–
–
–
–
–

Observation
Decision processes
Learning
Policy
Context Awareness

• Some complete OODA
loop algorithms
• In general different
algorithms will perform
better in different
situations

• Cognitive engine can be
viewed as a software
architecture
hit t
• Provides structure for
incorporating and
interfacing different
algorithms
• Mechanism for sharing
information across
algorithms
• No current
implementation standard
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Example Architecture from CWT
Radio
CE-Radio Interface

Observation
Orientation

Performance API

Action

Hardware/platform API

Radio-domain cognition
WMS

Waveform
Recognizer

Radio
Performance
Monitor

Channel
Identifier

User Domain

Radio
Resource
Monitor

Search
Space
Config

Chob
Cognitive System Controller

User preference
Local service facility
User Model

Uob

Security
Evolver
User data security
System/Network security

|(Simulated Meters) – (Actual Meters)|
Policy Model

Policy Domain

Reg

Decision Maker

User preference
Local service facility
Security

DCH = max{S CH • U CH }
DU = max{SU • U U }

Actual Meters

Decision

Simulated
Meters

Initial Chromosomes
WSGA Parameters
Objectives and weights

Learning

X86/Unix
Terminal

Knowledge Base
Short Term Memory
Long Term Memory
WSGA Parameter Set
Regulatory Information

Models

System Chromosome
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Cognitive System Module
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DFS in 802.16h
• Drafts of 802.16h
defined a g
generic
DFS algorithm
which implements
observation,
decision, action,
and learning
processes
• Very simple
implementation

Decision,
Action

Service in function

Channel Availability
Check on next channel
Choose
Different Channel

Observation
Available?

No

Yes

Observation

In service monitoring
of operating channel
No

Decision,
Action

Detection?
Select and change to
new available channel
in a defined time with a
max. transmission time

Learning
g

Yes

Stop Transmission

Start Channel Exclusion timer
Log of Channel
Availability

Channel unavailable for
Channel Exclusion time

Yes
Available?

Modified from Figure h1 IEEE 802.16h-06/010 Draft IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area
networks Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless Access
Systems
Amendment
for Improved
© Cognitive
Radio Technologies,
2007
Coexistence Mechanisms for License-Exempt Operation, 2006-03-29

No

Background In service
monitoring (on nonoperational channels)
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Other Cognitive Radio Efforts
• TVWS PHY/MAC
– 802.22 TVWS
– 802.11af WhiteFi
– CogNeA

• 802.19.1 TVWS
Coexistence
• WhiteSpace Database
Group
• Self-Organizing
S lf O
i i N
Networks
t
k
(3GPP / NGMN)
• 802.21 Media
Independent Handoffs

• 802.22.1 beacons
• SCC41
– 1900.4 Architectural
building blocks
– 1900.5 Policy Languages
– 1900.6 Sensing interfaces

• WinnForum (SDRF)
– MLM – metalanguages
– CRWG – database, IPA

G
t
• Government
–
–
–
–

NTIA testbed
DARPA: xG, WNAN
Various service efforts
NIJ Interoperability
16
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Used cognitive radio
definition
• A cognitive radio is a radio whose control processes
permit the radio to leverage
p
g situational knowledge
g
and intelligent processing to autonomously adapt
towards some goal.
• Intelligence as defined by [American Heritage_00] as
“The capacity to acquire and apply knowledge,
especially toward a purposeful goal.”
– To eliminate some of the mess, I would love to just call
cognitive radio, “intelligent” radio, i.e.,
– a radio with the capacity to acquire and apply knowledge
especially toward a purposeful goal

17

Cognitive Networks
• Rather than having
intelligence reside in a
single
i l d
device,
i
iintelligence
t lli
can reside in the network
• Effectively the same as a
centralized approach
• Gives greater scope to the
available adaptations
– Topology, routing
– Conceptually permits
adaptation of core and edge
devices

• Can be combined with
cognitive radio for mix of
capabilities
• Focus of E2R program

R. Thomas et al., “Cognitive networks: adaptation and learning to achieve
end-to-end performance objectives,” IEEE Communications Magazine, Dec.
2006

18
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The Interaction Problem

Outside
World

• Outside world is determined by the interaction
of numerous cognitive radios
19
• Adaptations spawn adaptations

Issues Can Occur When Multiple
Intelligences Interact
• Crash of May 6, 2010
– Not just a fat finger
– Combination of bad economic
news, big bet by Universa, and
interactions of traders and
computers
http://www.legitreviews.com/images/reviews/news/dow_drop.jpg

• Housing Bubble
– Bounce up instead of
down
– Slower interactions lead
to slower changes
– Also indicative of the role
beliefs play in instability

20

http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2006/08/26/weekinreview/27leon_graph2.html
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In heavily loaded networks, a single vacation
can spawn an infinite adaptation process
• Suppose

2

– g31>g21; g12>g32 ; g23>g13

• Without loss of generality
– g31, g12, g23 = 1
– g21, g32, g13 = 0.5

3

• Infinite Loop!

1

– 4,5,1,3,2,6,4,…

Phone Image:
http://www1.istockphoto.com/file_thumbview_approve/2820949/2/istockph
oto_2820949_dect_phone.jpg
Cradle Image:
http://www.skypejournal.com/blog/archives/images/AVM_7170_D.jpg
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Generalized Insights from the
DECT Example
• If # links / clusters > # channels, decentralized channel choices will
have a non
non-zero
zero looping probability
• As # links / clusters →∞, looping probability goes to 1
C
p ( loop ) ≥ 1 − ( 3 / 4 )
– 2 channels
n C k +1
p ( loop ) ≥ 1 − 1 − 2 − k +1
– k channels
• Can be mitigated by increasing # of channels (DECT has 120) or
reducing frequency of adaptations (DECT is every 30 minutes)
n

3

(

)

– Both waste spectrum
– And we’re talking 100’s of ms for vacation times

• “Centralized” solutions become distributed as networks scale
– “Rippling” in Cisco WiFi Enterprise Networks
• www.hubbert.org/labels/Ripple.html

• Also shows up in more recent proposals
– Recent White Spaces paper from Microsoft
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Locally optimal decisions that lead
to globally undesirable networks
• Scenario: Distributed
g
SINR maximizing
power control in a
single cluster
• For each link, it is
desirable to increase
transmit power in
response to
increased
interference
• Steady state of
network is all nodes
transmitting at
maximum power

Power
SINR

Insufficient to consider only a
single link, must consider
23
interaction

Potential Problems with
Networked Cognitive Radios
Distributed
•
•
•
•
•

Infinite recursions
Instability (chaos)
Vicious cycles
Adaptation collisions
Equitable distribution of
resources
• Byzantine failure
• Information distribution

Centralized
•
•
•
•

Signaling Overhead
Complexity
Responsiveness
Single point of failure

24
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(Radio 2’s available
e actions)

focus

Network Analysis Objectives
1. Steady state
characterization
h
t i ti
2. Steady state optimality
3. Convergence
4. Stability/Noise
5. Scalability

NE3
NE3

a2

NE2

NE1
NE1

a1
a1
(R di 1’
(Radio
1’s available
il bl actions)
ti
)

a3

Optimality
Stability/Noise
Convergence
Scalability
Steady
State Characterization
Are
How
these
donumber
system
initial
outcomes
variations/noise
desirable?
impact
the
impact
system
the system?
steady state?
As
of
devices
increases,
Is
itthe
possible
toconditions
predict
behavior
in
the
system?
Do
What
these
the
processes
steady
outcomes
will maximize
lead
change
to steady
with
the
system
statevariations/noise?
conditions?
target parameters?
How
is
thestates
system
impacted?
How
many
different
outcomes
are small
possible?
Is
How
convergence
long
does itaffected
take
to by
reach
system
thestates
steady
variations/noise?
state?optimal? 25
Do
previously
optimal
steady
remain

General Model (Focus on OODA
Loop Interactions)
• Cognitive Radios

• Set N
• Particular
P ti l radios,
di
i j
i,

Outside
World

26
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General Model (Focus on OODA
Loop Interactions)
Actions
• Different radios may
have different
capabilities
• May be constrained
by policy
• Should specify each
radio’s available
actions
ti
t accountt
to
for variations
• Actions for radio i
– Ai

Act
27

General Model (Focus on OODA
Loop Interactions)
Decision Rules
• Maps
p observations
to actions
– di:O→Ai

Implies very simple,
deterministic function,
e.g., standard
interference function

• Intelligence implies
that these actions
further the radio’s
goal
– ui:O→R
O R

• Interesting problem:
simultaneously
modeling behavior of
ontological and
procedural radios

Decide

28
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Comments on Timing
• When decisions are
made also matters and
diff
different
t radios
di will
ill
likely make decisions at
different time
• Tj – when radio j makes
its adaptations
– Generally assumed to be
an infinite set
– Assumed to occur at
discrete time

Decision timing classes
• Synchronous
– All at once

• Round-robin
– One at a time in order
– Used in a lot of analysis

• Random
– One at a time in no order

• Asynchronous
A
h
– Random subset at a time
– Least overhead for a
network

• Consistent with DSP
implementation

• T=T1∪T2∪⋅⋅⋅∪Tn
• t∈T

29

Cognitive Radio Network
Modeling Summary
• Decision making radios
• Actions for each radio
• Observed
Obser ed Outcome
O tcome
Space
• Goals
• Decision Rules
• Timing
• Network

• i,j ∈N, |N| = n
• A=A1×A2×⋅⋅⋅×An
• O
•
•
•
•

uj:O→R (uj:A→R)
dj:O→Ai (dj:A→ Ai)
T=T1∪T2∪⋅⋅⋅∪Tn
〈N, A, {uj}, {dj},T 〉

30
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Basic Game Components
1. A (well-defined) set of 2 or more players
2 A set of actions for each player
2.
player.
3. A set of preference relationships for each
player for each possible action tuple.
• More elaborate games exist with more components but these
three must always be there.
• Some also introduce an outcome function which maps action
tuples to outcomes which are then valued by the preference
relations.
• Games with just these three components (or a variation on
the preference relationships) are said to be in Normal form
31
or Strategic Form

Set of Players (decision
makers)
• N – set of n players consisting of players
named {1,
{1 2
2, 3
3,…,i,
i j,…,n}
j
n}
“named”
• Note the n does not mean that there are 14
players in every game.
• Other components of the game that “belong”
to a particular player are normally indicated
by a subscript.
• Generic players are most commonly written
as i or j.
• Usage: N is the SET of players, n is the
number of players.
• N \ i = {1,2,…,i-1, i+1 ,…, n} All players in N
except for i

32
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Actions
Ai – Set of available actions for player i

Example Two Player
Action Space
A – Action Space, Cartesian product of all Ai A1 = A2 = [0 ∞)
A=A1× A2
A=A1× A2×· · · × An
ai – A particular action chosen by i, ai ∈ Ai

a – Action tuple – a point in the Action
Space

A2 = A-1

A-i – Another action space A formed from
A-i =A1× A2×· · · ×Ai-1 × Ai+1 × · · · × An
a-i – A point from the space A-i

a2 = a-1

a
b

b2 = b-1

A = Ai × A-i

b1 = b-2
a1 = a-2

A1=
33 A-2

Preference Relations (1/2)
Preference Relation expresses an individual player’s desirability of
one outcome over another (A binary relationship)
;i
Preference Relationship (prefers at least as much as)

;i
~i

o ;i o* o is preferred at least as much as o* by player i

Strict Preference Relationship (prefers strictly more than)
o ;i o* iff o ;i o* but not o* ;i o


“Indifference” Relationshipp (p
(prefers equally)
q
y)
*
o ~ i o iff o ;i o* and o* ;i o



34
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Preference Relations (2/2)
• Games generally assume the relationship
b t
between
actions
ti
and
d outcomes
t
iis
invertible so preferences can be
expressed over action vectors.
• Preferences are really an ordinal
relationship
– Know that player prefers one outcome to
another, but quantifying by how much
introduces difficulties
35

Utility Functions (1/2)
(Objective Fcns, Payoff Fcns)
A mathematical description of preference relationships.
Maps action space to set of real numbers.

ui : A → R
Preference Relation then defined as
*
a ;i a* iff ui ( a ) ≥ ui ( a )

a ;i a* iff ui ( a ) > ui ( a* )
*
a ~ i a* iff ui ( a ) = ui ( a )

36
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Utility Functions (2/2)
By quantifying preference relationships all sorts of valuable
mathematical
th
ti l operations
ti
can be
b introduced.
i t d d
Also note that the quantification operation is not unique as
long as relationships are preserved. Many map preference
relationships to [0,1].
Example
Jack prefers Apples to Oranges
Apples ;Jack Oranges

u Jack ( Apples ) > u Jack ( Oranges )

a) uJack(Apples) = 1, uJack(Oranges) = 0
b) uJack(Apples) = -1, uJack(Oranges) = -7.5

37

Normal Form Games
(Strategic Form Games)
In normal form, a game consists of three primary
components

G = N , A, {ui }
N – Set of Players
Ai – Set of Actions Available to Player i
A – Action Space A = A1 × A2 × " × An
{ui} – Set of Individual Objective Functions

ui : A → R

38
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Normal Formal Games in
Matrix Representation
Useful for representing 2 player games with finite action sets.
Player 1’s actions are indexed by rows.
Player 2’s actions are indexed by columns.
Each entry is the payoff vector, (u1, u2), corresponding to the
action tuple

N = {1,2}

A1 = {a1,b1} A2 = {a2,b2}
a2

a1

b2

u1(a1, a2), u2(a1, a2) u1(a1, b2), u2(a1, b2)

b1 u1(b1, a2), u2(b1, a2) u1(b1, b2), u2(b1, b2)

39

Cognitive radios are naturally
modeled as players in a game
Infer from Context

Utility function
Arguments

Infer from Radio Model

Establish Priority
Normal
Immediate

Observe
Outcome Space

Outside
World

Utility Function

Orient

Autonomous

Goal

Plan

Normal
Urgent

Learn

New
States

Decide

States

Act

\

Decision
Rules

Allocate Resources
Initiate Processes
Action
Negotiate

Sets
40
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Adapted From Mitola, “Cognitive Radio for Flexible Mobile Multimedia Communications ”, IEEE Mobile Multimedia Conference, 1999, pp 3-10.
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Interaction is naturally modeled
as a game
Radio 1

Radio 2

Actions
Decision
Rules

u1

Actions
Decision
Rules

Action Space

Informed by
Communications
Theory

u1 (γˆ1 )

f :A→O

Outcome Space

(γˆ1 , γˆ2 )

u2 (γˆ2 )

u2

41
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When Game Theory can be
Applied
Level
0 SDR
1 Goal Driven
2 Context Aware
3 Radio Aware
4 Planning
5 Negotiating
6 Learns Environment
7 Adapts Plans
8 Adapts Protocols

Infer from Radio
Model
IfInfer
distributed
doesn’t
occur,
from Contextadaptation
it’s not a ggame
Orient
O
Establish Priority

Pre-process
ParseSuitable
Stimuli

Select Alternate
Generate
Normal
Goals

Normal
forImmediate
game theory
analysisPlan
Urgent

Learn
Observe
New action
Unconstrained
sets (radios can
States
make up
p new adaptations)
p
) or Decide

User Drivenundefined goals (utility
Autonomous
(Buttons)
States

functions)
Determine “Best”
Plan
make analysis impractical

Act

Determine
“Best”
Generate “Best”

Outside
Waveform
Game Theory
applies to: 1. Adaptive aware
Waveform
Allocate radios
ResourcesKnown
2. Cognitive radios
that learn about
Initiate Processes
World
42
Negotiate
Negotiate
Protocols
their environment
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Conditions for Applying
Game Theory to CRNs
• Conditions for rationality
– Well defined decision making processes
– Expectation of how changes impacts
performance

• Conditions for a nontrivial game
– Multiple interactive decision makers
– Nonsingleton action sets

• Conditions generally satisfied by
distributed dynamic CRN schemes
43

Example Application
Appropriateness
• Inappropriate applications
– Cellular Downlink power control (single cell)
– Site Planning
– A single cognitive network

• Appropriate applications
– Multiple interactive cognitive networks
– Distributed power control on non-orthogonal
waveforms
• Ad-hoc
Ad h power control
t l
• Cell breathing

– Adaptive MAC
– Distributed Dynamic Frequency Selection
– Network formation (localized objectives)
44
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Some differences between game models
and cognitive radio network model
• Assuming numerous iterations, normal form game only
g stage.
g
has a single
– Useful for compactly capturing modeling components at a single
stage
– Normal form game properties will be exploited in the analysis of
other games
– Other game models discussed throughout this presentation

Knowledge
f : A →O

Preferences

Player
y

Cognitive
g
Radio

Knows A

Can learn O (may know or learn A)

Invertible
Constant
Known

Not invertible (noise)
May change over time (though relatively
fixed for short periods)
Has to learn

Ordinal

Cardinal (goals)

45

Summary
• Adaptations of cognitive radios interact
– Adaptations can have unexpected negative results
• Infinite recursions, vicious cycles

– Insufficient to consider behavior of only a single link in the design

• Behavior of collection of radios can be modeled as a game
• Some differences in models and assumptions but high level
mapping is fairly close

• As we look at convergence, performance, collaboration, and
stability, we’ll extend the model

46
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